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Marie Schweiz
Professional Experience

Senior Visual and User Experience Designer,
Freelance -- Berlin, Germany

Visual Designer, Sixt rent a Car, Berlin Germany

Worked with Bosch driving (lead design, design direction), IXDS
(UX and Service Design), AKQA / Deutsche Telekom ( UX design),
Deliveryhero (Lead UX Design,Workshop), Triple AAA Austria (Lead
UX UI), Rocket Internet (lead UX UI), Kerber publishing (lead UX
UI, CD) and more.

As the lead designer, drove cross-group collaboration with
partner teams including engineering, marketing/sales, operations
and analytics. Educating teams on good design principles and
implementing them in the early-stage design process to produce
better product outcomes. Passionate design sprinter.

Reached more than 700 projects and 15k developers through open
source technology and design. Android open source libaries
e.g. Holo color picker and Material color picker.

10 of my Android drawings living in the Google London office. My
artworks have a home in Singapore, Beĳing, New York City, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Karlsruhe, Munich, Hamburg and many more.

EMEA / World wide Advertising, Sixt Leasing (design), Sixt
e-ventures ( 6 month designer, 2 years sen. designer. )

Designed local and global campaigns.

Established best practices used by Sixt rent a Car until
today. Worked with executives and c-level stakeholders on
corporate identity and branding.

2011 to present

2009 to 2011

Assistenz der Geschäftsführung,
Frontend Developer, Audiocutter - Summacultura Magazin

2006 to 2007

Freelance Frontend Developer 2008 to 2009



Education

International Munich Artlab -
Scholarship from the European Union

Businesschool Munich - Munich Germany

Young talented adults get the chance and money to explore art
and culture as they wish. Photo, drawing, modelling, video,
audio and cg classes are available to only 30 attendees / year.

2004 to 2006

2003

Montessorischool Munich - Munich Germany

Skills

If your preferred software or technology isn't listed, I'm very proud of
my ability to learn and adapt fast.

SketchApp or Figma

Affinity Photo

Affinity Designer

Develop major and minor concepts

Craft prototypes

Design and animate microinteractions

Deliver userflows and information architecture

Conduct and attend design sprints

Develop and Design Patterns

Illustrate

Write documentation

Develop interview scripts

Execute research

Git / Github

Jekyll, Ruby & Liquid)

Visual Studio Code

Framer Studio

Marvel

... and more

2001



In a total time of 12 months, I've worked with a team
of 5 developers at Bosch, crafting Bosch driving
apps, working on a merged design system for Android
and voice interface, able to deliver assistance and
information while driving.

The complexity in mind, I managed to establish
interaction design documentation, design pattern
libraries and numerous ressources. In December 2017,
a very early alpha went public.

Bosch Driving App

The opportunity

2016 / 2017

Designing a durable and longlasting concept

Bring together stakeholders within a huge corporation

Enable developers to participate in the design process

Communicate feasibility to management

Deliver assets and instructions for developers

Case study



Research and concept development

CASE STUDY: BOSCH DRIVING APP

During my research, we've learned when and how drivers are
looking for what. A basic concept and mental model were tested.
We've tested how voice assisted driving could look like and how
drivers want to use it.

Findings were matched to success criteria we had defined before.

For IQi Managment (consultant agency for Bosch),

I've researched daily routines, driving habits,

developed interview scripts, an early prototype,

tested it and researched driving habits.

Quick prototypes, streamed

manually with USB for a

driving test

Live testing



Usecases and animation

Animations and micro interactions have been made with Framer Studio.
Prototypes are embedded into documentation and described.

Flow: start driving instruction

A huge amount of usecases are documented and maintained. I've managed
to adapt to Bosch's strict security restrictions. Without any cloud
services or cloud based products lots of userflows and usecases are
made with SketchApp and / or Framer Studio.

CASE STUDY: BOSCH DRIVING APP



2dp elevation, 2dp rounded corners,
16dp distance..., "18:19" 24sp...

Icon library

Visual design

Material user experience design was carefully merged
with Bosch's Driving App into one mobile experience.

CASE STUDY: BOSCH DRIVING APP
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Remote teams in different departments worked with my
documentation (distributed via Github for business). Content is
divided in 3 sections: Patterns, features and strategy.

Jekyll generated

documentation

distributed via

Github for business

Documentation



CASE STUDY: BOSCH DRIVING APP

Project Management

Responsibility for design is distributed through the entire team.
With developers and project owners together, I have established to
develop usecases for stories (agile development) amongst milestones.

discuss -> design flow -> test -> documentation -> sprint story (Jira)

By supporting product owner and project manager I was able to
enhance each task by delivering detailed information:

clear instructions (written documentation, flows and measurements)

examples (animated prototypes, microinteractions)

requirements (objectives)

touchpoints and dependency (link relationships)

Task details



Technology involved

Github & Jekyll

Visual Studio Code

SketchApp (layout and animation)

Framer Studio (animation)

Mapbox Studio (map design)

Technology involved

Jobs owned

Research and interviews for driving or smartphone usage

Prototype and iterate a driving assistance concept

Designing interaction and userflows

Prototyping micro interactions (CoffeeScript)

Visual design merged into Material.io

Developing and writing documentation (HTML & Liquid)

Communicating goals and feasibility

After 10 months of work, Bosch launched an early alpha on Google
Play. My current recommendation is to continue testing with an
early stage community until a crucial set of features can be
implemented.

I'm proud to work with this team and even though I'm external and
a freelance designer for Bosch, we grew together and managed to
start this incredible journey. I was able to collect an
impressive skillset such as prototyping with live maps and data
or conducting interviews with drivers.

Bosch Driving App summary
CASE STUDY: BOSCH DRIVING APP



LOREM IPSUM ILLUSTRATION,
OPEN SOURCE

Illustration library. Free to use,

MIT licensed and ready for

developers, JSON file included.

FRAMER STUDIO CODELAB
FOR WOMEN IN DESIGN & TECH

Code and design workshops for

women in technology. Proudly

sponsored by Google Munich.

SIMPLE RIPPLE MODULE

MATERIAL ELEVATION MODULE

Module for Framer Studio

emulate material ripple and

elevation effects.

Right now I'm supporting women in design, e.g. teaching how to code
and help joining the Framer Studio community.

I would like to have more design professionals to work with and
learn from. I'm looking for new challenges.

Community projects

Community initiative

What's next ?
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